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The Board of Directors and staff of the
PLF are pleased that
the PLF assessment for
2004 remained at the
same level as in 2003 –
$2,600. The cost of PLF excess coverage
also remained stable, and the PLF Excess
Program was expanded to include an option for coverage up to $10 million, an increase of $5 million over the old limit.
There were small changes in the PLF coverage plans and several PLF policies were
revised. The most significant change was
to the Special Underwriting Assessment
(SUA), which was substantially modified.
ASSESSMENT LIKELY TO INCREASE
IN 2005
The ability to hold the 2004 assessment at the 2003 rate was a function of
the assessment increases in the preceding
two years, a stabilization of claim frequency, the recovery of the investment
market, and claim severity (the cost per
claim) remaining within the predicted
range. To some degree, these positive
trends were offset by the continued increase in claim defense costs. The claim
defense costs are higher because of an increase in complex cases that have multiple
parties and significant loss potential. In
addition, the hourly rates of defense
panel members, although still very reasonable by market standards, continue to
rise.

The actuary’s final results for 2003
were disappointing, especially since the
actuarial results in the first half of 2003
had been quite positive. Notwithstanding
the positive results for the first half of
2003, the final estimates of the cost per
claim for 2003 claims rose from $17,000 to
$17,500. Moreover, the estimated costs
for previous claim years also increased,
and increased precipitously. (The PLF’s
estimated claim liabilities are adjusted
through an actuary’s review twice a year.)
In sum, the actuarial adjustment after the
December 2003 report resulted in over $2
million in additional estimated claim liabilities for the PLF.
When determining the 2005 assessment, the severity and frequency of
claims will be the largest component. Estimates of future severity and frequency
are made by the PLF’s actuaries. A
smaller factor in setting the assessment is
the performance of PLF investments. The
PLF investment strategy is conservative
and our investments are highly diversified. Our 2003 investment results were
positive, which offset some of the negative news on claim severity. Although
positive investment results in 2004 will
help to somewhat offset current claim
trends, the current claim trends are sufficiently negative to point toward an increase in the assessment for 2005.
The PLF’s primary program December
31, 2003, statement shows a loss of
$365,000. This compares favorably with
the much more substantial loss for 2002 of
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$5,689,000. Last year’s annual report noted that despite this loss, the PLF’s total financial picture remains relatively healthy because of excellent investment returns and claims experience in the early and
middle 1990s. The decision to raise the assessment
in 2001 and 2002 allowed the PLF to weather the
negative claims and investment climate immediately
following those years.
We are hopeful that our overall claims experience
in 2004 will be good. However, the current actuarial
reports and early 2004 claims frequency statistics are
reasons for caution.
HOW IS THE PLF DOING WITH CLAIMS
HANDLING?
Attorneys who returned the PLF claims-handling
evaluation form were overwhelmingly satisfied with
the performance of the PLF claims department. The
impressive 48% response rate gives us confidence
that the results accurately reflect covered parties’
views of how claims are being handled. In 2003, we
received 372 responses. We were very pleased with
the improvement over last year’s excellent ratings.
The comparative results were:
How satisfied were you with the handling
and disposition of your claim?
2003

2002

Very Satisfied

85%

83%

Satisfied

14%

16%

1%

1%

Not Satisfied

How satisfied were you overall with the services provided by the PLF claims attorney?
2003

2002

91%

87%

Satisfied

8%

12%

Not Satisfied

1%

1%

Very Satisfied

This is the eleventh consecutive year in which
PLF claims handling has received such high marks.
WHAT IS THE PLF DOING IN THE AREAS OF
PERSONAL AND PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
ASSISTANCE?
The PLF continues to provide free and confidential personal and practice management assistance to
Oregon lawyers. These services include legal education, on-site practice management assistance
(through the PLF’s Practice Management Advisor
Program), and personal assistance (through the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program).
Personal and practice management assistance
seminars in 2003 included programs on retirement
planning, career change, representing and understanding impaired clients, balancing professional
and personal life, practice management, addiction,
avoiding malpractice, and practical skills for new
lawyers. In addition, we continue to offer free audiotapes and videotapes (currently 25 programs are
available), publications (In Brief and In Sight), over
115 practice aids, and the following handbooks: A
Guide to Setting Up and Running Your Law Office
(1999), Planning Ahead: A Guide to Protecting Your
Continued on Page AR-5
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Continued from Page AR-2
Clients’ Interests in the Event of Your Disability or
Death (1999), Oregon Statutory Time Limitations
Handbook (2003), and A Guide to Setting Up and Using Your Lawyer Trust Account (2001). Our practice
aids and handbooks are all available for free. You can
download them at www.osbplf.org, or call the Professional Liability Fund at 503-639-6911/1-800-452-1639.
Our practice management advisors, Carol Wilson,
Dee Crocker, and Beverly Michaelis, answer practice
management questions and provide information
about effective systems for conflicts of interest, mail

handling, billing, trust accounting, general accounting, time management, client relations, file management, and software. In a recent survey about our
practice management advisors, one hundred percent
of those who responded said they would recommend
the PLF’s practice management advisor services to
others. One hundred percent also said they were
very satisfied or satisfied with how they were
treated, how quickly they were able to reach a practice management advisor by telephone, the practice
management advisor’s ability to explain information
clearly, the amount of time between the lawyer’s call
and the appointment, the information provided, the
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DOWNLOAD PLF
PRACTICE AIDS/
CLE TAPES
WWW.OSBPLF.ORG
To access the site, enter your bar number.
(Law office staff may enter the bar number of a
firm member to access the site.) If you do not
have Internet access and would like a complete
list of practice aids and CLE tapes, call the PLF
at 1-800-452-1639 or 503-639-6911.

follow-up, and the overall level of service. In 2003,
the practice management advisors presented live
programs in Ontario, Baker City, John Day, Klamath
Falls, La Grande, Medford, Roseburg, Astoria,
Tillamook, Prinville, Bend, Pendleton, and Hood
River.
The Oregon Attorney Assistance Program
(OAAP) attorney counselors, Meloney Crawford
Chadwick, Shari R. Gregory, Mike Long, and Michael
Sweeney, continue to provide assistance with alcohol and chemical dependency; burnout; career
change and satisfaction; depression, anxiety, and
other mental health issues; stress management; and
time management. In 2003, the OAAP sponsored addiction support groups, lawyers in transition meetings, career workshops, an addiction recovery workshop, depression support groups, Al-Anon support
groups, and a relaxation support group. In addition,
the OAAP attorney counselors assisted over 580
lawyers with personal issues including alcoholism,
drug addiction, and mental health issues.
CHANGES TO THE COVERAGE PLAN
In 2003, the coverage plan changed in one small
way. The language of Exclusion u. (Section I.3.u.) of
the coverage plan was amended to clarify that Exclusion u., which deals with instances in which covered
parties voluntarily assume the responsibility to “indemnify another,” extends to costs that follow not
only ORS 20.160, but also any other “similar statute
or rule.” (ORS 20.160 imposes liability for costs in a
case filed on behalf of an out-of-state client if the
client fails to pay the costs.) The change is effective
as of January 1, 2004, as part of the 2004 coverage
plan.

CHANGES TO THE SPECIAL UNDERWRITING
ASSESSMENT
The Special Underwriting Assessment (SUA) is
charged by the PLF to attorneys who have had a
completed claim in the previous year in which the
claim’s total costs (either indemnity payments or defense costs or those costs in combination) exceeded
a threshold amount. The SUA is calculated at 1% of
the claim’s cost above the threshold and is charged
for five years in addition to the normal assessment.
PLF policies also allow appeal of SUAs. Effective in
2004, both the SUA threshold amount and the SUA
appeal rules were changed.
The PLF Board of Directors elected to increase
the SUA threshold from $25,000 to $75,000, in response to the higher cost of handling claims. The
new SUA threshold of $75,000 does a better job of
keeping lawyers who have meritless claims filed
against them from being unfairly penalized while also
maintaining the original intent of the SUA – an incentive to take effective measures to avoid malpractice claims.
The board also made changes to the SUA appeal
process. The most important change clarifies the
SUA policy on the relative responsibility of attorneys in cases in which more than one attorney is involved and the responsibility for the SUA must be
allocated between them. The change makes clear that
when a covered party is assigned his or her own defense attorney, the expenses related to representation by that defense attorney are charged to that
covered party for the purpose of calculating the
SUA.
Several other technical changes were made to
the SUA policies, but they do not affect the basic
SUA procedures.
AVAILABLE EXCESS LIMIT INCREASED AND
INVESTMENT CREDIT DISCONTINUED
Although the cost of PLF excess coverage remained unchanged, the PLF Excess Program expanded the available excess limit from $5 million to
$10 million. In addition, the investment credit was
discontinued.
In the past, several firms had requested that the
PLF increase the available high-end limit, but our
agreements with reinsurers provided only a $5 million limit. (All PLF excess coverage is reinsured and
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the PLF carries none of the risk.) For 2004, however,
the reinsurance market provided all programs that
were members of the National Association of Bar Related Insurance Companies (NABRICO) an opportunity to offer coverage up to $10 million. Some Oregon firms have purchased coverage with these
higher limits.
Because of the superb performance of PLF Excess Program investments during the middle 1990s,
the PLF had offered investment credits to purchasers
of PLF excess coverage. The program allowed firms a
2% credit, up to a total of 20%, for each year PLF excess coverage had been purchased. Because of the
downward trend in investment returns, the investment credit was discontinued in 2004.
FORECAST FOR THE FUTURE
As mentioned earlier, the 2003 year-end actuarial
projections indicated an ongoing trend toward a
higher cost per claim. Unless 2004 sees a concomitant decrease in the number of claims, the higher
cost per claim likely will translate to an increase in
the 2005 assessment. Other factors that could affect
the 2005 assessment level include the performance of
PLF investments, a downward adjustment in the
cost-per-claim estimates, and a downward adjustment in the number of claims filed.

In 2004, the PLF plans to complete a number of
projects. A major review and revision of the primary
coverage plan are under way. The review will identify better ways to simplify the plan, as well as ways
to improve coverage while maintaining the PLF’s fiscal integrity. The review will also focus on treatment
of similar and related claims involving more than
one lawyer, the arbitration clause, the development
of additional aids to the plan’s interpretation, and
the rearrangement of plan sections. (Proposed
changes to the coverage plan will be posted on the
PLF Web site before they are finalized.)
In addition to the ongoing work on the primary
coverage plan, the PLF bylaws and policies are undergoing a similar review. A revision is necessary to
reflect changes in the law and new program developments since the bylaws and board policies were last
reviewed.
Each year at the end of this report I invite
people to contact me if they have questions or suggestions about the PLF. This year I encourage
people with questions or ideas to do the same.
Ira R. Zarov
Professional Liability Fund
Chief Executive Officer
503-639-6911 or 1-800-452-1639
iraz@osbplf.org
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